journal of social history fall 2006 specific as to how sugar, tobacco, and rice did so for while facts come to mind, it would be good to know his thinking along these lines. He even has problems with the concept of paternalism, at least as regards early Mississippi and separates the attitudes of Virginian John Steele, for example, from that of frontier Mississippi and while noting the limitations of Steele's concern for his slaves, or for one slave, considers his the values of "an old planter elite" (p. 38), values he says transformed in Mississippi. It is difficult to see any real transformation in Steele, however, because Libby does not provide enough information to support the argument. He notes at the outset that Steele's concern was mostly for a personal servant (which did not prevent him from separating the slave from his family) and that he was less concerned about his other slaves; setting up a new plantation in Mississippi may have been harder work than on a settled one in Virginia but there is little indication that Steele or any other planter, paternalist or otherwise, objected to working slaves hard. The circumstances but not Steele's values seem to have changed. Perhaps Libby had in mind a contrast between Steele and William Dunbar, who revealed himself as a fierce and unfeeling taskmaster, but even he had patriarchal if not paternal attitudes.. Much of what Libby describes in Dunbar's case, however, illustrates the hardships under which slaves operated on the frontierdraining swamps and clearing fields of trees in order to make a plantation. Nor did inclement weather or cold temperatures bring surcease from labor. Running away into the wilderness, which slaves often did, was no guarantee of bettering one's situation though it might bring temporary respite. If he meant to contrast the two Libby might have supplied Steele's work regime; but still, swamps had to be drained and fields had to be cleared. Libby seems puzzled that Dunbar did not always punish runaways, though he sometimes did so harshly; yet an entirely inflexible regime would have encouraged full-scale rebellion and every successful planter knew when to give way.
Libby is very good in his description of the move from French to Spanish to English and to American rule and their consequences for the Natchez region, and in the transition from an exchange economy of hides, lumber, and other resources to the cultivation of tobacco, indigo, and finally cotton. He indicates that the economy of the region was closely tied to Louisiana and lends credence to the notion that many western settlers were prepared to swear allegiance to Spain in order to secure safe navigation of the Mississippi river with its outlet to the sea and overseas markets. There was little hint, in the 1770s anyway, of an English antipathy to the Spanish as planters "were more loyal to the market than to any nationality" (p. xv). Consequently, one could desire an elaboration of the reasons for an attempted uprising against Spain in 1781 while the region prospered under Spain's mercantilist protections.
Among important transformations in Mississippi's history was the creation in northern Mississippi of a society distinctive from that of the Natchez region and of a change in race relations before and after the assumed slave conspiracy of 1835. The arguments surrounding these events are largely convincing with the significant exception of whether a slave conspiracy actually existed. It has become increasingly common in some circles nowadays to deny the existence of slave conspiracies (Denmark Vesey comes to mind) even to cast doubt on such concrete events as the Stono Rebellion, and there is no intention here to be part of that trend. Yet Libby offers little evidence except the coerced testimony of slaves, and apparently the whip was liberally and brutally applied. If he can "visualize : : : initially defiant men reduced to quivering masses, begging for mercy and promising to tell the inquisitor whatever he wanted to hear" (p. 111), how can he be sure the planned insurrection was not more in the minds of white men than slaves; particularly when he proceeds his narration by the fantasy of John Murrell? And if some slaves actually talked of rebellion does that constitute a plan rather than their own fantasies? One can be happy to admit the conspiracy's existence without being convinced Libby has made the case. This is a small book on a large subject, and Libby has done more in 160 pages to open up the history of slavery in Mississippi than ever before. He engages the literature on African American culture as well as slavery, takes Native Americans more seriously than many others, treats the slave trade as well as national and local politics and makes temporal as well as geographical distinctions in Mississippi's development. He understands the nature of the crops he discusses and he provides acute sketches of whites immigrating to the region to enliven and illustrate the narration. While one can object to some of his assertions, the greatest objection for this reviewer is that he did not say more. In almost every case where an objection has been raised, it could have been clarified by elaboration; this might not have eliminated disagreement but would have made a solid story a richer one. But that is for another book. This one has significantly augmented the story of slavery in Mississippi.
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Race, Class and Power in the Building of Richmond, 1870 -1920 . By Steven J. Hoffman (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland & Company, 2004 . vi plus 232 pp.).
In Race, Class and Power in the Building of Richmond, 1870 Richmond, -1920 , Steven J. Hoffman argues that historians too often have attributed urban physical development to all-powerful elites. Consequently, they have ignored how "American cities are the sum of the actions of all urban dwellers, not just those of the city's business and political leaders." (p. 187) Using Richmond, Virginia as a case study, Hoffman maintains that the authority of urban commercial-civic elites was far from total, and people of color and workers were far from powerless in shaping city growth. (p.1) Hoffman demonstrates that large-scale factors beyond the control of Richmond's bourgeoisie hampered elite "city-building" agendas. These factors included an expanding national state and economy following the Civil War, which wrested key economic decisions out of local hands. (p. 53) The South's colonial relationship to the North, further, made the region's elite dependent on outside investment capital. (p. 46) Most importantly, the city-building projects of Richmond's homegrown elite were constrained by the activities of African Ameri-
